wow r u a bot ?
kuunqaco kuunqaco did you get the link 2 my pics?
no send me to your leader
etkmwfej plz join & we met I missing you
ya it’s true
but you were killing all the neighborhood pets
and the cops thought it was me
and i went to juvee

Alana Madison

Like my ladies trim
Smart
And not manly wire-tapped
And booby-trapped wet
Nurse grew inside
Grew wet dreams powder napalm
And what appears to be glowing
Is that curfew yet
The room’s turning red into black
And not a chubby please thanks rim
And lick and suck with lick
Deep turning black mushroom totally
Bone worship that

Memphis craigslist >
>
Destroyed souls are summoned to my timeless prison of hate. It is a delight to feast upon their
screaming souls. Visit again; hoping to hear from the eternally ancient grave? Watching mortals
guarded by the old demons, one can never escape, my wrath, my guy or a couple, wants a 3-way.
I travel through time and I just go for hot cool wizards you want to hang out? Servants summon
the souls of those I’m really not looking forward to meeting. Definitely black arts, very attractive,
fun and affectionate, and also enjoys cauldrons of gold. I have no expectations in the dark
mountains where we can go “with the flow”. Or hanging out in west holy wood stone runes of
centuries they breed. I'm looking to get together with the mightiest. Am I alone in this cosmos of
today or tonight? Lets have some fun in the bottomless lake where I am ruler. Fun & exciting
never ending flings with those whose empire hath no limits .Ok girls I'm looking for many to
service me!

>>
PICS..SEND ME A PIC of the Earth ABSOLUTELY NO MEN OR BUTCHES!!!!!! SEND ME
YOUR Tyrant Forever The Beast Shall Wander And Angels Cry open to getting married. She is
the master of my man don't know what fear is so you BE VERY CLEAN TOO!!!!!! FYI, I, the
staff of cold souls. I'M CLEAN SHAVED SO YOU MUST Walk upon this Earth tonight
carrying a pyx made of femme limbs of a girly girl who can consume the emptiness. Be my best
friend but at the same time can satisfy and violate all of his chosen ones .NO OKAY SO
ENOUGH IS ENOUGH!! The wolves bark wind at the moon passes I WANT A SEXY
BITCH!!!! NO shadows. It was a grim tale. MEN AND DEF NO BUTCHES!!!! Need of the
wolves to lap at blood. I enjoy those moments when I may haunt with these beasts of the night.
Thirst for a planetary relationship that will evolve with wisdom and power for the Emperor. So
often reflected in the TV, sports, and life. I am all-universal forces lay hid, shine and 150 lbs.,
professional, so bright, but yet I love my son, Disney. The toy heavens are lit by thrift stores,
hiking, camping, movie stars secretes years of secrets.
>>>
To get straight into the action, and then cuddle. Your age, location, and fear? Aren't you... my
dear you'd like to try? I personally just forever we are not ... fair since you get to see none and no
one... Please send me flesh ... and nor is yours... I bet your body and face NSA maybe you can
caress me, dream in me! (Or if your curious you know, immortal me, devour me, perish me!)
Rise I would love to play from within, the unbound shade! Tempt me, experience more. I've
played with some girls before come nearer; let me look here and there, be nothing big. You!
Absorb!

>>>>

“Skilled in the linguistic formulation of difficult theoretical concepts”. (FYI I did not sleep with
this professor). I'm hidden I don't heart “beautiful brown eyes” “You're so hot...I just wanna do
you” (fyi that line did not work. let's try to step up our game, ladies.) Displayed careful and acute
capacity for lucid thinking and unusual sucker for cute, friendly, dimples, blushing, nervousness,
confidence (but not cockiness), tall, short, medium, and of course, other. To be chosen to reign, a
butch but straight reign. But I've crushed just about all other types and I wouldn't be surprised if
that happens again. I can feel the sky. Feel my insects that just want to fill your lungs. Their
reproduction seems so impressive with freakofnature4hottie tgirl shower. A hate drizzled into an
edge this is my world. Wish me luck. Oh yeah, falling in with some abruptly charming people
who are accursed upon the common man. To communicate honestly, but also shouldn’t mind
being chosen to disrupt harmony, with a little discretion now and then.
>>>>>
So if u like what u hear, hit me up.... a little about myself. I'm 5'5, green, dark, and I'm into
ancient Latin. I can have fun and I can hang out … Let me tell u blessed is the gf. I'm just looking
for a world with plagues, blessed is this worldwide plagues of love. Comfortable sincere replies
only, please no freakish long diatribes. Meeting in public places required until i feel that we both
cherish and are longing to be dominated by the emptying world. I'm cool with casual lies
mourning what we have never seen, but not encircled by bereaving. Craving a silly side and
always out for blood... ... Yes, set in with despair to dig up my life's ambition, the hole of blood
type coalesces. Smiles of cold shivers, stomach collecting the remains, the family’s pale face,
leaving a fold, hair white (but not a crease, all pasty), and thin (but not invisible). With only
decline the crumbling barriers own-horn-tooting way. Two fingers hold a light. Nothing but most
anxious saltwater expressions prowl around behold!

>>>>>>
Why so many defenseless withered from a loved ones hands? In this life span there will be
revenge, which only some may wish for, or worry about, through the many yards of bodies. My
hands carries it’s scent as our relationship develops. I'm of the soulless, the soul seeking, not
super-femme. Once again, I herd young souls crossed off the list cry out. I am left to watch you,
let me see you. Once as their protectors they too become the possessed. To shape in visions, the
last black soul blinded eyes seconds from this world, and not seeing anyone seriously. Whence
from dreams I wake seeking vengeance upon the night I once welcomed all forms of season
killers with these hands, digging through to bodies willingly wanton thus reemerge. My hands
carry the flames of longing scent of the death soulless and just wanna hanging out. I'm seeking
same.

>>>>>>>
Start off as friends or more send pictures from beyond, single and feminine. Just some basics to
get started with I’m interested in meeting new stylish people who go with the spirit to reveal all
that is silent and who can just relax and go with the flow. U know what you want! And u know
how to speak in tongues and fits! How about a quick Tahoe trip? Wanna read the Ancient’s book
of sorcery and ditch work for the day. Blasphemous-magician seeking hidden knowledge, easy
going & drama free ancient lesbian, must be early 30's, intelligent, kind, with a great job.
>>>>>>>>
Browsing bookstores, enjoying wine, dining in small, out-of-the way cafes, enjoying what’s
beyond death lies never gone anywhere with it, beyond a brief kiss (while drunk). Oddly enough,
the casket lays open, and the corpse posting to the “seeking decapitated”. The sorcerer took the
skull; I wasn't particularly into to a insatiable San Francisco and still has a thirst for wealth and
power. Wishing for the ancient plethora of activities available. Adjusting to hideous blasphemous
acts, guess I'm not sure what I'm looking. The veil between the living and I hate labels, so the
dead has torn to make way but I won’t say femme or butch or any other classification.
>>>>>>>>>
And I stood there in awwww. Wow. Hope to see you again in the wasteland because you looked
exactly like a friend of mine. But then some mass death annihilating rage burning doubt you'll
read this, but by the reaper's breath it's worth a shot. Warheads hit the Earth, eclipse manifesting
terror to opening the gates, and smiled at me so brightly. Jet black demons in a subterranean
gathering of my things and unfolding a divine vision came down to the locker room through
nuclear detonation in 24 hour fitness. Apocalyptic curly brown hair no one can escape. A girl
with gorgeous green eyes.
>>>>>>>>>>
Choose dear friend! I love you and miss you Princess/Doll jacking deep into my heart, I respect
and admire you. You're a classy-LADY. My door(s)swing not in both ways; but in any-all
directions "research"! I too have a little saw-dust in-cranium...Why do you assume, make
conclusions! Yes, I love open to interpretation, but come to follow sworn to her satanic oath
Hand tickling feet, turns to demon claws night stalker nocturnal predator on;...bah bahhhhhhhhh
that's how I want it by the lord from below. Send an angel of wrath and goddess in nylonsstockings; the city blessed my breath away. Twinkle, little star; diamond in the sky; I direct my
stare at you

Basho’s mild tourettes

One Grope For Basho
Spirit of the prize nine-inch clay

A wet opening
The youthful ejaculate of
Plastic frogs
Poop up to you
Buddha
Sodden
Glorified
Soiled
From the base to the tip
*

This Teen Basho Squirts
Ghost of nine mountains
The sound of turbines
Blab of a wet mouths
The dirty floor
The condition of the body
A ghost ejaculates
Inside a Styrofoam cup
Frogs
Squat in silence
Wine stained silence
Into Li Po's open mouth
At the train station rest
Rooms
Face up
in the river
Buddha on sodden legs
Glorified goodness toys
And blokes on camera

Basho love group orgy ternary fangled
Tv show one friday spanky
Nekkid international group eating cum
Outdoor in unison champion
Here outside you know in your brain
Pantomime doing defeat blowjob
Replacing pirate black hotel
Human life round ass chocolate
Hottie maids smile robes in tatters
Nekkid less hormones
Even if smog were a risk

Outdoor Basho bondage in the snowy forest
This awesome lightening weight
Swear he looks exactly
Dreaming of weaks
Of slack damn–looking
And knives
Even tho i'm a chick
In trees mooring
Fish men float
Tugging nailed between
Trees bare and capitalizing
With great success
Clownishly birch
The moths honest
And a better dread comes
Soft boy hair everything
The names of all the gods all sound
Pervy dream white heresy
Soft so magnificently disguised

Basho fixed his flaccid problem in the bedroom, but still
snowflakes fell
The velvet lace cocks do not last
The morbid felt stars
Low prices and I have tasted tender sperm
Absorbs to the rooster
Which star rises around you
The useless justice of the felt
Unsound race of velvet
Unexpectedly softer semen is hoisted
Equipment of the jokeless

And a special hello to the one-hoofed Basho
Wardrobe wears very good shoes
Moving a wash upon my last clean dirty
Outta laws in my brain laced up
Iris show some secrets dirt
Broom I got me a tight body
Reconciled pasty gets penetrated
Deep and snakelike repeal gun things
My native country fucks for some nasty cash
She picked up a cute brunette with young radiances
Virgins at the beach at low tide
Good riddance boldly lolling atop popped
Armistice

Basho sucks my catling
Silently bucking elegances
His legs spread nazis gold
Simply crying ass whore hobos and
Oh God
Yes
Move down
South
Pony kissed and pushed
Tongues diving back and forth

Basho gives a skull fuck to the horny boss
Beat off stick
Get kitchen sex
You’ll have bookworms posing too
Mature and thrown into depression
Death or drink the lemonade
Mah jong hoes sucking back bejeweled sentences
Rounded boulders unable to pronounce the letter black

Gonna Booglarizee Your Basho baby

This tablet has never been known to sparkle
Like this but as it is true in nature
So it is that a new home
Needs milk so well flavored beauty
And youth to create

that just so cardboard smile

But you are only a businessman and
Have no time for a long sexual stimulation
And we are getting plowed on paper
For our old sex narrations
Be easy in the beginning
The year is sixteen so so you
Want to pull
Want to be sure as we
Had to visit loads of temples
Before we found a realistic looking
Flaccid penis
Only to get destroyed by
Stunning schoolboys
Doing aesthetical liquidation

And the roads inland of
This territory is hard sienna
But I hold to it to remind
To be able
Able to remind me

Barely legal poets gangbanging granny Basho
Inserts japanese
Smoke raised poultry
Paper passionate filth
Up off fossil lodge
While fireworks and
Crane heresy
You will tussle brier
Practically hanging and
Gently obliterate
A library corporal
A nymph sounds the alarmed
Busty bend dips
Quasi-diamond-dripped
Giving you that avalanche of sperm

Lewd Basho posing shaved in black leather jacket
A golden boy
Wearing just flickers of
Candlelight will fuck
Like a star
Make sure to take a good
Look as heaven declares civil
War suicide bombing
White horses enflamed
Cheerleader dark
Nights and day hot drippings
They do a nasty
Thing with their chicken legs
Still screaming
Bok! Bok! Bok!

Basho’s mild tourettes
Burst of flavour in every bite
The pussy willows on a bun
A droplets cling to blonde
Welcome to boner heaven
Get thrusted by that passing train
Water meat
Real spices
Real good eats
Stiff authentic texan
Chipotle golden

Have you ever seen blue Basho get sucked in every hole
Play the second fiddle well dreams decay
Mom fucking with about gruntled employees
I sat and drank while desire turned
Her type aerobic chicks nasty
Colour licking latex
Boot of Asia pale lemon
Then you choke
The smurf
On the back of his pristine
Black jacket

Basho be boss
C-cup your body to get younger
Still the pain it's
Dirt box and
Spunk on love
So leering a false note cast
Become crazed thunder tells
Waif the insane but
Declare it obscene
Angels fall black descent
You doggy drilling
Muse puritans clean so
Cut air brushed a
Shop pin-up how low
When you can preach

If Basho could talk he would definitely ask you to order that penis
enhancement pack
Twisted mouths exhausted
Gush god riddance
Clunky dildo pillboxes
Maid blowing file gut
A flat and a magazine
Oozing insult demon
Sucks cock dreams
Dressed as a lamb
Plums rumble
Slobbers wide
We’re so respectable
Mumbling limply
Bluebirds slurp four
Mutton clacking
Over cocks behind
Curtain in your streets
At dawn
Only smiling machines

Authors note
please note that the chapbooks that were produce for this project have look nothing like these
electronic pages. These pages contain the content but not the form
thank you
a

